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Classroom Blogging Reflection
You have spent the last several weeks writing posts for our classroom blog that are designed to change
the world for the better. Now, spend a few minutes reflecting on your efforts. Use the following questions to guide your thinking.
Which post written by a peer do you think is the best? What is it about that post that you like? What
evidence do you have that it made an impact in our efforts to raise awareness about our classroom’s
cause?
Which of your own posts are you the proudest of? What is it about that post that makes you proud?
What evidence do you have that it made an impact in our efforts to raise awareness about our classroom’s cause?
Which of your posts generated the most page views or comments from readers? Why do you think
that post generated so much attention?
Which of your posts got fewer page views or comments from readers than you expected? Why
do you think this post struggled to generate attention? How would you revise it today?
What contributions did you make to the work of others during our classroom blogging project?
How did those contributions improve the products that they were creating?
What blogging skills do you think you have mastered? What blogging skills do you want to master
next? How would mastering those skills make you a more effective blogger?
Which classmate do you think has made the most important contributions to our classroom
blogging project? What is it that you admire the most about his or her contributions?
Time to write! In the space provided, reflect on your contributions to our classroom blogging project.
Use the preceding questions as a starting point for your reflections.
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